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A pleasant trip through the southwest part of Morris County took us along lovely rural 
areas of Chester Township, then down the Main Street of Chester Borough with it’s 
charming shops, restaurants and historic buildings. This area which is about 30 square 
miles was incorporated in 1799 and includes: Hacklebarney, Horton, Milldale, Milltown, 
Mount Paul, Pleasant Hill and Upper Ironia.  
 

In the cozy Chester Public Library we met with Edward Ng, the 
President of the Chester Historical Society, who gave us some 
background on the organization that was established in 1969 
and recently celebrated its 50th anniversary.  
 
The Society’s mission to keep Chester History alive can be 
summed up in four words, Preserve-Research-Share-Educate. 
The dedicated members of the CHS do this by investigating 
historic events, homes, industries and people involved in the 

story of Chester. Mr. Ng explained that their archives, due to many moves has resulted 
in 130 boxes of resorted archival information; an enthusiastic group of “worker bees” is 
slowly putting it to rights. The files are searchable, but as yet not online. Genealogy 
queries and requests are included on their website, where they can receive a broader 
range of assistance. 
 
The Historical Society’s research goes into indepth articles, which are illustrated with 
photos, portraits, newspaper articles, maps, diagrams, and interviews. They are then 
published in the NEWS & VIEWS, Chester Historical Society’s twice yearly Newsletter. A 
few of the topics that have been covered are the The Chester Furnace, detailing the 
constrution of the Chester Ironworks Furnace which played a big part in Chester’s Iron 
Era, a two part article on the Black River Playhouse as it celebrated it’s 50th Anniversary 
with glimpses into it’s eventful past, and an article on the Jacob H.Cramer House-Our 
Home , a history of a house which dates from the 1870s written and researched by the 
current owners. All the NEWS and VIEWS articles can be accessed online at their 
website, which should not be missed, as they are insightful, interesting, bringing the 
people and events in Chester’s past to life. 
 
Check out the CHS’s terrific website: historicchesternj.com for a very extensive resource 
for researching your ancestors from Chester. There are many sections and subsections 
on the website including “Our History – Past, Present, Our Bicentential, Old Family 



Names, Walking Tour, Driving Tour, People & Places, Programs, Newsletters, Genealogy 
Queries, Churches & Cemeteries, Contact Info/Links, Trails and Turkey Farm.”  Check 
the website for the upcoming Spring program.  
 
 

This is an example of an 
indepth historical project that 
Edward Ng completed for 
2020, tracing back the many 
lives and events involved in 
300 years of Chester history 
from 1713 to 2019. This 
panel, plus another are on 
the walls of the Chester 

Public Library where all who are drawn to this display can read, enjoy and be educated 
about the Land, the Buildings and the People of Chester. This display will be moved to a 
public building in the town. 
 

The Images of America Book: Then & Now 
Chester by Joan S. Case and Chester, New 
Jersey - A Scrapbook of History by Frances 
Greenidge have been indexed by the MAGS 
Indexing Group. You can search for your 
ancestors in these books via the MAGS Public 
Website ->Search -> Books->. The books have 
over 500 names and/or places and 1,500 
names and/or places respectively. See if your 
ancestors are mentioned in these books. 
 

 

The Special Projects Group (SPG) members have been visiting local repositories to learn 
what genealogy related materials might be available for review by our members in 
researching their ancestors and/or gaining historical context to enhance their stories. In 
the series of articles, we share the main features of our interviews with repository 
members spotlighting the information, collections and features available for research at 
each location.  Visit the Special Projects page at https://mags-public.weebly.com/ to 
read the seventeen previous spotlight articles and to view the compiled inventories. 

If you know of a local repository that the SPG should visit, or one that you wish to 
cover with us for a future article, please contact the Special Projects Group Committee  
at maryjosolomon@gmail.com 


